UK Constitutional Crisis

What comes next?

Parliament votes to proceed with bill to require extension of Article 50 to Jan. 31, 2020

Brexit Extension Bill

- Passed by the House of Commons
- Filibustered by Lords
  - Not passed before parliament is suspended on 9 Sept.
- Signed into law by the Queen
  - Govt. delays signing into law until after parliament is suspended

Labour agrees to hold election

- Fails
- Obtains support from 2/3 of MPs

Johnson attempts to amend Fixed Term Parliaments Act to force election (Simple Majority)

- Fails
- Confident Vote
  - Govt. Wins
  - Govt. Loses

EU Council Summit

16-17 Oct.

decides on UK request for extension to article 50

General election is called

Succeeds

Corbyn forms Govt.

- Asks EU leaders for extension to Article 50

failure to form Govt.

National Unity Govt.

formed instead